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A dm inistration May Not 
R ehire 31 Teachers
Urhun-
Suburban
E dito ria ls;
Commentaries M l
By JIM COLASURDO 
Edition Editor
Thirty-one first-yett- teachers 
a t UB were notified Tuesday 
that their contracts would not be 
renewed for the next academic 
year.
The action was taken in ac­
cordance to the AAUP Univer­
sity con tract requirem ents, 
according to Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Warren Car­
rier. “It is agreed with the 
AAUP that First-year teachers 
must be notified by March 1 of 
the termination of their con­
tracts,” Carrier said.
According to Carrier, there is 
a chance the teachers notified 
will not lose their jobs, “if their 
jobs are automatically related*' 
to productivity In a particular 
departoifciiL’V Canto* said the 
AAUP Productivity Committee 
has submitted its initial plans 
for each college.
“The responsibility now lies 
with each college a t the Univer­
sity to take action, depending on 
each department, in regard to 
equipment and faculty to be cut 
from toe budget,” Carrier said.
The Dean of each college sent 
out the contract notices to all 
first-year teachers in all depart­
ments a t the University along 
with an-attached page explain­
ing AAUP regulations. Although , 
there is a slight chance some 
first-year jobs will be saved. 
Carrier said he could not see 
how there will not be faculty 
cuts at toe University.
There is a possibility of 
second-year and tenured 
teachers also being cut from the 
budget, according to Carrier.
Justus M. Van der Kroef, 
chairm an of the AAUP 
N e g o tia tin g  C o m m itte e , 
released a statement to the 
SCRIBE Tuesday saying that it 
is “most unfortunate that a t a 
tim e when the prescribed 
faculty process of promotions 
and tenure decision-making has 
not even been completed, the 
administration finds it neces­
sary to sharpen tensions on 
campus by various predictions 
of faculty cuts.”
Van der Kroef said the “moat 
disquieting a re  statem ents 
refering to various documents 
and studies that do not have 
authoritativelvalaelstfthtetiine.”
According to Van der Kroef, 
the only “authoritative docu­
ment” guiding the productivity 
of faculty to the productivity 
study.
Van der Kroef charged the 
administration with “unilateral 
withdrawal from the collective
bargaining table, at a time when 
future decision-m aking in 
regard to faculty personnel was 
progressing.”
Van der Kroef urged the 
administration to “return to the 
bargaining table and committee 
rooms where these difficult 
questions must be solved.”
A first-year teacher who
wanted his name withheld said 
that reports of faculty cutbacks, 
“ could quite possibly be 
rumors. We’ll have to wait and 
see.”
Enumerated below are the 
firs t year teachers who 
received contract termination 
notices on Tuesday.
continued on page 2 Justus M. Vander Kroef
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Students M ay Leave, 
Go T o  State Schools
By JACK KRAMER 
W  Reporter
Althoughat the present time 
only a small percentage of 
students say th ey  will be 
transferring next year, a ran­
dom poll conducted by The 
Scribe last week, revealed a 
much larger percentage are 
considering the option.
The overwhelm ing reason 
given by those queried for 
transferring to the soaring cost 
of tuition at this university.
Connecticut Sc boob
Tw enty-three juniors, 25
sophomores, and 41 freshmen 
w ere asked: “ Will you be 
coming back to UB next year, 
and if not, why?” Students were 
not asked if they were com­
muters of campus residents.
Of the 89 asked, seven said 
they wouldn’t be returning next 
year. Of the seven, five said
they'd be transferring with two 
indicating they were dropping
out of college altogether. __
Four of the five definite 
transferees said they would be 
attending s ta te  schools in 
Connecticut next year. All five 
of them  a re  Connecticut 
cootinued on page 8
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to “Oo North, young man," as the Department may have oo choice but to relocate to North within 
two weeks. IPs a ta g  way from Jacobson Wing.
Students Fear 
J-D ept. M ay
Head North
By DANIEL J . RODRICKS 
Scribe Staff
Unless someone performs a minor miracle for the Adminis­
tration by March 3, the University’s Journalism Department 
will probably be the next academic branch to be moved to North 
Hall.
March 7 Meeting
A journalism space committee will meet with Vice Presi­
dent Warren Carrier on March 7 to discuss alternatives to the 
Administration’s latest proposal that the Journalism Depart­
ment be moved out of Georgetown Hail.
The space committee’s solution to due on Carrier $ desk by 
March 3, but, aeeersBsg to Je» n a!isn  faculty , it may he all over
except for the shouting. ,
“My hands are tied," Dr. Howard B. Jacobson, Department 
Chairman, said last week, “We’ve given this Administration 
proposal after proposal four otir space naeds and all it’s led to is
this.” . .
A report has been completed for the Administration on how
the department can utilise space on the fourth floor of the for­
mer dormitory. In a  memo from Carrier to DeanAlberti-J.Sch- 
midt of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Vice-President 
.u im M  that the move would cost only $3,500, “could be made at 
once and completed within two to three weeks.”
; continued on page 2
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31 Teachers May Be F ired
continued from page one
DEPARTMENT OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES
VIRGINIA FUNKE—Biology 
Department (Medical Techno­
logy)
REBECCA LE BUD—Biology 
Department
JOHN NELSON—Biology De­
partment.
JONATHAN PRICE—English 
Department.
DIANA KLEBANOW—His­
tory Department. (Mias Kle- 
banow, according to Dean 
Alfred Schmidt of the College of 
Arts and Sciences# was 
scheduled to leave the Univer­
sity  previously, under her 
particular contract agreement).
MAURICE JACOBSON— 
Journalism -Com m unications.
RIC LONG—Journalism -
Communications .
RICHARD TINO-Journal- 
ism-Communications 
TED WHITE—Journalism- 
Communications. .
JERRY SHORE—Physics 
JACQUELINE BEN'AMATl— 
Sociology
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
MEHMET HATITOGLU— 
Accounting
3ETO JAVIAN—M anage­
ment
EDUCATION 
JACQUELINE PALMER 
WILLIAM RUTHERFORD 
CHARLES WEINMANN. JR.
ENGINEERING 
DANIEL DOORLEY 
TAKAKO MURAKAMI 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
SAMUEL GORDON ‘ f‘ 
ROBERT HILL 
BERT KONOWITZ
WILLIAM WALTON 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
CHRISTEL KOPPEL 
ROSE BEDNARZ 
VIRGINIA BETTS 
JOYCE ROGOZINSKI 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
ROXANNE GARCIA 
PAMELA ROLLINS 
JUNE PIGEON 
JUDITH SMITH 
PATRICIA SWEENEY
Decision Awaited On
continued from page one
The expected move to North 
Hall has stirred a great deal of 
opposition among students in 
the Journalism  D epartm ent. 
They have formed a coalition to 
make the Administration aware 
of the department's needs.
The report on space availabil­
ity was made for the Adminis­
tration by Joseph SulUvano of 
the Audio-Visual department, 
but the space committee is pre- 
sentlyexamining it against pro­
fessional standards for 
broadcast and print journalism 
education.
All sequences of the Journal-
RESEARCH
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ism-Communications Depart­
ment—news-magazine, broad­
casting and advertising—will be 
housed on the fourth floor.
Georgetown
Meanwhile, plans are in the 
malting to convert Georgetown 
into a center for student organi­
zations. According to a Board of 
T rustees memorandum  ob­
tained by The Scribe, it was de­
cided on Dec. 13,1975 to relocate 
the Commuter Center and Inter- 
faith Council to Georgetown. 
Since then, two other groups, 
Aegis and the Organization of 
Black Students, have been 
asked to check the availability 
of space in the hall.
The move to North Hall will 
culminate almost two years of 
indecision on the part of the Ad­
ministration and the" Journalism 
Department in making recom­
mendations to satisfy the de­
partm ent’s growing needs.
As far back as October, 1973, 
the Administration suggested to 
Dr. Jacobson and bis staff a 
number of different proposals
ior space needs.
However, none of the recom­
mendations—including moves 
to Wahlstrom library, Cariaon 
Hall and Dana basement among 
others—have been realized.
W hile A d m in is tra tio n  
spokesmen say that priorities 
were “crimped” in the aerie* of 
decision*, Jacobson contends 
that most of his offers were 
“side-tracked.” He claimed in 
an interview that the Adminis­
tration has left him with no 
other choice but to accept the 
Sullivano report, pack his gear 
and move to North Hall.
But in December, 1974, it was 
Jacobson who offered the Ad­
ministration a surprising propo­
sal in the face of one offer that 
his department use available 
space in Georgetown In a 
memc dated Dec. 3, Jacobson 
asked Schmidt that he consider 
moving the department into the 
bookstore once it is vacated.
“I am thunderstruck,” Sch­
midt replied, to Jacobson, “Just 
when 1 think I am making some
&
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tittle progress, you give me a 
completely new game plan,”
According to the department 
chairman, though, that repre­
sented only one incident in 
which the department decided 
that recommendation* under 
study were not going to be suffi­
cient.
Lose Students
The rest of the time, he said,
Carrier has been “dangling the 
carrot in front of me, then 
taking it away.” He added that 
Schmidt was not to blame for 
the Administration’s indecision, 
but it was only the “middle 
man” who recognized the de­
partm ent’s needs.
Meanwhile, a  number of Jour­
nalism  studehts,^especially  
freshmen and-8ophdHUR,Csv, have ‘ 
intim ated th a t they may 
transfer out of the University.
In response to that possibility, $
Carrier told a meeting of the
space committee on Feb. 17: “ If
it comes to having to  spend 
money or lose students, we 
prefer to lose students.”
Moreover, the space commit­
tee will find itself in a strange 
predicament when it meets with 
Carrier tet March 1. The four 
faculty members on the com­
m ittee w ere recently  listed  
among 31 first-year teachers to 
be released by the Administra­
tion.
Jacobson criticized Carrier 
for his statement in the Feb. 30 
Scribe which questioned; ftp  - ilgggS
Carrier discounted two favor­
able evaluations of the depart­
ment, one of which called the 
department one of the best 
betw een “ New York and 
Boston.”  -
Carrier said a t that time: 
“This business about UB having 
the best journalism department 
between New York and Boston 
doesn’t mean that much when 
you consider it is the only one 
between New York and 
Boston."
Jacobson, however, countered 
by saying the evaluations of his 
department were made with at 
least 14 other journalism  
schools considered.
the colleggp in that
curriculum or * degrees are>
Fordhain College of W hite 
Plains, Manhattanville, the Uni­
versity  of Connecticut (no 
degree), Norwalk Community 
College, Manchester Commu­
nity College, U niversity of 
Hartford, University of New 
Haven, University of Rhode 
Island, the University of Massa­
chusetts Northeastern Universi­
ty, Suffolk and Boston Uniya^i-
Boston University is the only 
school offering a degree in ad­
vertising while no other schools 
ill Connecticut, except for 
Bridgeport, award advertising
quality of the.University's 
nalism department. In . that 
article, Tlte Scribe revealed that
FIGHT INFLATION 
Thursday.Speplalf j  
ALL DRINKS AT 
LOW 2 4 4  f  WC€S
(9 p.m.-12 Mldnlte)
BEACHSIDE CAFE
Ptnfield R,d.^airfield
(Neat Attire required)
T o r w i J
ROCK AAUSIC
THURS, FRI 4  SAT
FREE ADMISSION FEB. 
25 4  MARCH! WITH THIS 
AD pH!
W hat's m ore,-since UOonn 
does not offer a degree In jour­
nalism Connecticut residents 
can now attend URI at the price 
they would pay for tuition at 
UConn, which represents a 
savings of more than $1,000 per 
sem ester over Bridgeport.
At least -one student has in­
formed Jacobson that he will 
Ja lte  URI. up on the deal -am t 
year because of the immense 
savings.
In a  related m atter, The 
Scribe has learned that Presi­
dent l<etand Miles committed 
$40,000 to the departm ent’* 
space needs mid another 16,000 
ter equipment last November,! 
He also made a financial com­
mitment over a five-year period 
for anew* curriculum coordina­
tor, bringing bia total commit­
ment to more than $100,000.
History Cuts Seen
By LINDA CONNER 
Staff Reporter
The future of the History 
department Is in Jeopardy, with 
three of its four instructors 
untenured and facing the 
possibility of being included hi 
the next budget cut.
H ie only untenured in­
structors in the department are: 
W alker Rum ble, who is 
currently seeking teauroebip; 
Isiah Robinson, who ia com­
pleting work on Me doctorate, 
and Diana Klebahom, who ia 
classified  as a  ‘‘visiting
By NEILL BOROWSKI 
Managing Editor
“ W e’re not Trekies with the 
pointed ears, funny costumes 
and ail We consider our­
selves, well, Trtkors—you  
know, like we 're into the 
philosophy and all. ”
That UB “Trekor” and other 
fans of television’s “Star Trek” 
were around Monday as the 
“ S tar Trek”  C reator Gene 
Roddenberry beam ed onto
campus Monday—arm ed not 
with phasers but with 
background, trivia, philosophy 
and history of the cancelled 
show with millions of fans.
Roddenberry, sponsored by 
the Student Center Board of 
D irectors (BOD) Inform al 
Education Committee, held a 
seminar hi the afternoon and 
spoke to over 100 persons in the 
Mertens Theatre in the evening.
The author, who rafhaea to be 
typecast as only a science fic­
tion w riter, also predicted the 
future of television and the 
coming of “ telecora­
m unications.”
Presently  working on a 
contem porary non-science 
fiction novel, Roddenberry has 
just signed a  contract for a full 
length “Star Trek” Him with 
Paramount Studios.
The California resident was 
flooded with questions about the 
series, originally designed in 
1963 and regularly aired in 1966.
The show was cancelled and is 
now in its 14th set of reruns 
across the country.
The background was brood as 
Roddenberry told the seminar
^ I t w  le  * 
of "S ta r  t r e k ”  w ith in u r ia b tu  i p  
p o t it it  tor tM bM tantf trlv to  from  ttw 
te lev ision series, here a re  some 
"trv fcy " questions, com plim ents of 
the M A SS  NOW S S E R V IC E :
1} What Wat the miMIe name of 
Cast. Jama* T. Kirk?
3} w h a t w e t D r. M cC o y 's  f irs t  
name?
D W hat w as the n icknam e m at 
Copt. K ir k  sa ve  to D r. M cCoy?
4} W hat waa the name a* ttw 
helm sm en?
SI Who create# ttw series "S ta r 
T re k ? "  (Cam s an now I)
ff) W ho w rltoe the popular "S ta r 
Truk" aaaks? ,
7) What government aw the 
Enterprise rsproseatt __________
audience that to film “a Star 
Trek" show when it  was on the 
a ir cost $186,000, but now would 
cost from $260-280,000.
"1 took a trivia quiz at a 
science fiction convention 
consisting of SO multiple choice 
questions and got only three 
c o r r e c t ,”  R o d d e n b e rry  
responded to a “Star l^gk” 
question from  the sem inar 
audience.
Commenting on the motion 
picture, to be released in the 
continued on page 4
MM
SI What was Mr. Speck's, official 
title?
•) As human bleed is based on 
iron, whet it Mr. Specks blood bated 
on?
10) What Is the seurct of power for 
the enterprise?
ANSWERS:
tJO p e e i ja u e u i uuv jatteuu a tu  (01 
jeddeo  (o 
m?tWO eaueps (p 
steuatd id  u o u s je p e j eqj. u  
• W it  tau te r ( f  
Uk Sm  euo t in t  led  jeueq  
paq no A) A jjequeppog euoQ (s 
njnt (r 
oauee (c
pjeuoei'U)
tniaequ u
professor” , substitu ting for 
Ralph Pearson, a tenured in­
structor
W Only in the case of Klebanow 
has a  decision been made. Her 
one-year contract will not be 
renewed, according to Dean 
A ftert Schmidt of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. Her position 
will be replaced by two faculty 
m em bers return ing  from  
sabbatical. They will take over 
her classesas wen as their own 
since, according to Dean Sch­
midt, many members of the 
cantinaedaopages
is a iS
Bandits Hit Ag:
|  Thieves made off the 677 from 
•the Evening U v U ts  office, 
M andeville Hal), by using 
duplicate keys to aste r, se ­
conding to campus police.
A security official said the 
theft was discovered last 
Tuesday m orning when a 
cleaning woman discovered the 
normally locked outer door 
open.
A check of the office proved a
safe was entered and ran­
sacked. Evening Division office 
w orkers la te r reported  to 
Sec&ity that $7i cash was taken 
from the safe, which security 
officials ask! was not forced 
open. An employee told Security 
he could not renum ber if the 
..jn ia  was . lif t open the stgbi; 
before.
The intruders also searched a 
filing cabinet and an office desk,
Aram which they stole $4. A 
search of another room in the 
office brought them $2.
The Security office reported 
B ridgeport police were not 
called to investigate because a 
campus policemen who arrived 
a t the scene first had closed the 
opened safe when he left, 
possibly obscuring fingerprint 
traces thieves may have toft.
This to the second theft in 
recent weeks where intruders 
entered a University building 
with duplicate keys.Jtm Veatrfifc
Gerteiny Protests
Sikorsky Contract
Dr. Alfred Gerteiny, chairman of the history department, 
said yesterday dial housing Iranian m ilitarists on campus 
would be an Administration act “that does not conform to the 
spirit of a college.”
. He said he was strongly opposed to the move, claiming: “ I 
am distressed to read in the press that the building in which my 
department is housed (Bates Hall) is being disposed of without |  
my knowledge."
Dr. Gertriay made his comments in response to a front page 
story in Tuesday’s edition of The Scribe that revealed contract 
negotiations between the Administration and Sikorsky Aircraft 
Corp are underway to lease three campus buildings to 56 
Iranian sokiters and officers.
One of the buildings trader consideration. Scribe sources re­
ported, is Bates Hail. The others a n  Linden Hall and Darien 
Hag.
“This seems to be a  pattern the athniniatration is using,” 
Dr. Gertoiny said, “ I wish to protest most vehemently against 
the idea of lodging the Iranian soldiers on campus for many 
reasons.
“Firstly, the idea of a  Univsrsity bring associated with the 
m ilitary-m duslrid complex to abhorrent to me. And this partic­
ularly in view of the fact that four years ago the Senate rejected 
approval of an ROTC program on campus.
“Today, we are opening the campus to a foreign m ilitary es­
tablishment.
“Secondly, the decision to alter (he atmosphere of the 
campus by bringing in this foreign element has been reached 
unilaterally and without consultation with faculty and students.
“Thirdly, I doubt very much that too many parents will be 
thrilled to have their daughters living to proximity of the 
barracks, lodging troops whose mentality and mores may not be 
altogether harmonious witti ours.”
The chairman added: “It seems the University will stop at 
nothing to earn an extra dollar. The function of a university to to
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The U riversttyef Iran at Bridgeport? An Iranian Military Academy* Not Yet. ta t  if the ad- 
n n lln rr *- •— ** *w~ ‘•‘tr*— ’ *“-*'*-*•’ (without regard as to who that might be),
then anything to poasMe! scribe- manning stelzer
Rodenberry Makes Trek
♦—Th e  s c r i b e - f e b r u a r y  v . w s
%
8 ?
Liverpool Brings Back The Beatles
. - - S a a k  .   mumm t u i  M in ih<* music. sons will be set. Students are  witi
Nostalgia is great because it 
brings us back, if only tem­
porarily, to the good old days.” 
But hasn’t the whole ’50s 
“happy days" schtick run its 
course? I am repulsed with 
greased-back hair, malt shops, 
black ^ -sh irts  and Lucky 
Strikes, all the blandishments 
jammed down my throat by TV, 
radio, records, and those em­
barrassingly  foolish college 
hops. The ’50s, to my way of 
thinking, was one of the dullest, 
most uneventful decades in 
history.
Nostalgia, and camp by its 
very nature, is a renaissance of 
a past era. As I was born in the 
’50s, the decade was over and 
done with before I’d reached 
puberty; so how can all this 
cam pishness hold so much 
appeal for college students?
Having revived the ’20s 
(Gatsby) and ’90s, isn’t it time 
to revive the 60s, the decade we
students remember the most? 
Why dwell on decades we were 
to young to have experienced as 
young adults? Together we 
underwent the economic, poli­
tical, and cultural diversity of 
the ’60s. And nothing so totally 
enraptured us as the emergence 
on American shores of the 
Beatles.
Undoubtedly, the Beatles 
were the greatest single cultural 
phenomenon in our lifetime, a 
popular magnet that attracted 
perhaps the largest, m ost 
heterogeneous audience in the 
history of mass culture. But, 
a las, the B eatles in all 
probability will never reunite.
This Friday night an Ontario- 
based quarte t, Liverpool, 
showcases a new trend whose 
time has come. Liverpool is a 
vanguard of a trend many of us 
reacted to with hysteria a 
decade ago.
Liverpool will recreate before
your eyes and ears the usic, 
sty le and panache of the 
Beatles. Taking their name 
from the birthplace of the world- 
renowned group, the band 
returns audiences to the sounds 
and times of the 196468 era of 
Beatles glory.
B.OD. presents Liverpool this 
Friday evening at 7:38 p.m. in 
the Student Center Social Room. 
No liquor will be served, bid 
students may bring their own.
and mixers will be 
provided.
Due to the cafe-style table ar­
rangement, a limit of 400 per­
t
advised to come early. Admis­
sion is 81.50 with l.D. Beatle s 
albums will be raffled free.
During their three-set perfor­
mance, Liverpool builds on the 
B eatles' reperto ire  chrono­
logically. In their opening set, 
they feature such songs as “She 
Loves You,” ”1 Want to Hold 
Your Hand,” and “A Hard 
Doit’s Night.” .
During the middle set, the 
group dons outfits designed 
from the cover of the Sgt. 
Pepper album. This set includes 
a rendition of “Lucy in the Sky
h Diamonds” and several 
tunes from the Magical Mystery 
Tour album.
The final set brings them to 
the Abbey Road period. High­
lighting this set are George 
Harrison’s “While My Guitar 
Gently Weeps,” “Don’t  Let Me 
Down,” and “Let It Be."
Remember, Otis recreation of 
the B eatles legend through 
music, costuming, and staging 
will be open to only the first 400 
people. So come early! If you 
close your eyes, you’d swear 
you were hearing the Beaties.
Gene Kalbacher
Roddenberry
continued from pages
m iddle of next year and 
featuring every available 
member of the original cast.
H is to ry  G u ts S e e n
continued from pages 
History faculty have underwork 
loads.
Klebanow said she was both 
suprised and distressed to learn 
the U niversity would con­
template such action. She feels 
that eliminating her position 
involves more than the financial 
difficulties of the University. 
“Am 1 to regard myself as more 
disposable than Professor 
(Ralph) Pearson? Does the 
University have one standard 
for retaining a position taught 
by a woman, and another when 
it’s taught by a m an?" 
Klebanow asked.
Robinson, whose position is 
also being questioned, has been, 
teaching here for four years. Dr.
Alfred Gerteiny, Chairman of 
the H istory departm ent, 
described Robinson as an ex­
cellent teacher who has a 
wonderful rapport w ith his 
students. Until he’s granted 
tenure, his position is con­
sidered vulnerable, Gerteiny 
said.
RiopMe is pessimistic about - 
his bid for tenureship. Once he 
receives his tcmffc, Gerteiny 
feels the U niversity "can ’t 
devise a reason for letting him 
go.” -
Enrollm ent in Am erican 
History, according to Rumble, 
Klebanow, and Dr. Gerteiny is 
good. Kiebanow 's graduate 
seminar course has one of die 
highest enrollm ents in the
History department. Another of 
her courses, 20th Century 
Modern History, is the most 
popular of any other elective in 
that area.
G erteiny also sa id ' the 
department needed American 
History, especially Urban 
History because of (to high 
demand.
Dean Schmidt’s findings are 
different. He sees a definite 
declining enrollm ent in 
American History. “H ieneedof 
American History’s precedence 
to the deparbient has been 
adequately determ ined," be 
said. “I understand the problem 
in the department and am 
trying to take into account the 
im portance of the H istory 
department’s program s."
B.O.O. CONCERTS PRESENTS
LIVERPOOL
'Reviving the Beatles legend through music, costuming and staging"
F*b. 28, 7:30 p.m .f
j |  UB SOCIAL ROOM
1,50 with U>*
“BEATLES A L H M IU fF L D  FREE” 
E T .O J . SNACKS 4  MIXERS PROVIDES 
LIMITED SEATING
Roddenberry said the original 
set had been destroyed so “we 
have got to start from scratch.”
He termed “Star Trek” fans a 
“lovely, but rather peculiar life 
form...they write letters con­
stantly.”
After “Star Trek’s” second 
year on television when NBC 
was threatening to cancel the 
series, the network received one 
million letters from fans.
Even now, when Paramount 
wanted big names in the motion 
picture’s cast they received a 
deluge of letters, according to 
Roddenberry.
“ The network executives 
thought 1 could pick up the 
' phone and say ’Goorge, 1 want 
15,000 out on Rockefeller Plaza 
tomorrow,’ he said of the bin 
response.
“It aeons the greatest hunger 
in fids country, and even in the 
world, is for images to admire 
and em ulate," Roddenberry 
said, s
He termed “Star Trek’s” 
c h a ra c te rs  " su rro g a te  
images...until real life courage 
and integrity appear on the 
screen A g a i n . '■***■5 
" S tir  T rek”  m ade tv s  
statements, Roddenberry ex­
plained, "O ne was that 
hunanity wifi reach m aturity 
the day it values diversity in Ufe 
and idaaa..:s<nnetM ttg dif­
ferent...and the other iR first 
persons between 10 and 80 aB 
have something in  common...a 
fading of youthful ideas...it is 
realty •& beginning.”
He said there would be a real 
civilization Sw hen, "O ur 
rmpMcity to love has become so 
great as our afaOity to destory.” 
In an interview, Roddenberry 
lashed a t commercial television
as “blot on civilization.”
He predicted vast change in 
television. “That box has stayed 
unchanged for 25 years, but take 
my word—it won’t be un­
changed for another five.”
“We’ll look back and be 
ashamed of what we missed,” 
he said.
The award-winning television 
writer who has scripted many 
shows including "Have Gun Will 
Travel" and "Dragnet” said 
television is very corporate and 
the networks doubt the in­
telligence of the viewer.
“The first pilot we made for 
NBC was rejected because it 
w as‘“' considere d -^toe51" in-
• teUwldafc?'-1te M dfcrtf'* .
He admitted the television 
audience is veryimpressionsble. 
“ If you can shout Ting around 
the collar’ and get people to buy 
products then you can affect 
their values."
He said television hasn’t 
improved since its inception. He 
suggested com paring a TV 
GuMe of 15 yearn ago to one 
today, “which programs would 
you feel-- safe fo r your 
c h ild re n .. .b u ild in g  ' th e ir  
w orld ...their a ttitude?” The 
writer contended the amount of 
goad programs would probably 
I b e  the same.
He revealed a  contempt for
• file television network when 
daecribing " 9 &  Trek's” an-
. nual Christmas parties. I*--* 
"We’d pray a t Christmas 
parties , that there would be a 
US8 Enterprise up there and the 
first salvo of photon torpedoes 
would score a direct int on
• NBC.”
Later we realized the only 
way to do it would be all the 
networks , he added.
j f c r a f V f M
P  H A P P Y  BIRTHDAY
Joyce A.
from oil of us 
P.S. P h il get a haircut
,!P
1
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US’s Identity: A Plan For
By DANIEL J. RODRICKS 
S cribe SU N
Whoa Dr. N J. Spector intro­
duced his new (dene for an 
Urban-Suburban U niversity 
recently in the du Pont Tower 
Room, the surroundings con­
trasted greatly with the discus-
Reaching Out
ToUl Commitment 
Dr. Spector and members of 
the New Directions Committee 
pointed out that the University 
t g r a g j l l
because of th ree prim ary
i^itt^W *P .iL 4N 1^M ^.A l|H C E N irE R
sion.
As one observer put it later: 
“Maybe we should have had this 
meeting in a Bridgeport ghet­
to.”
Spector’s plans, however, 
emerged as a dear mandate for 
the University, one he said 
would add im petus to the 
present Urban-Suburban plan 
and give the school an ''iden­
tity.”
The associate political science 
professor introduced the pro­
posal at a meeting of some SO 
faculty and staff at the Arts and 
Humanities Center.
Spector .called ..for- a  ...total 
com m itm ent to  the urban- 
suburban them e, claim ing 
students, faculty, staff and 
administration would unite in a 
cooperative effort to make the 
University unique.
Total Involvement 
He said such a commitment 
would involve every aspect of 
the institute, including admis­
sions, curriculum, financial aid, 
student. activities, community 
„ relations, s outiwtw g- education 
and every department in each of 
the seven colleges.
“ Development people are  
encouraged about the Urban- 
Suburban concept and feel that 
it will help solicit grants from 
federal, state and local govern­
ment agencies,” Spector said.
“It will also increase the 
potential for support from cor­
porations and foundations,” be 
added, * £ V itig.
n i . While some faculty,members 
saw thu .proposal a s  one -that 
would “breathe new’life into the 
present Urban-Suburban pro­
gram ,” others wanted to know 
what all the talk was about. 
“This is not a new thing,” Dr.
Hassan Zandy said. “ In the 
many years I have been at this 
University, there has always 
been talk about Urban-Subur­
ban studies. What is so new 
about it?" ^
Critical (Mop
Presidprg J^eUmd Miles. dm-,- 
dorsed the propofal^j e lling i t  a : 
critical step in the University’s |  
outreach to the community. He 
also said it would help the school 
build financial support from 
that may not otherwise
■ H  i
^  “ O u r  titfk fu e
lo c a tio n  i n  th e  m id s t
o f  A te c e n tra l
c ity  a n d  th e  a f f lu e n c e
: ■ bJ F w W***
9  is  u n m a tc h e d  - J.
«■  in  th e  n a t io n ”
contribute.
Spector said the new proposal 
would be more broadly based, 
enabling students and faculty in 
a wide variety of disciplines to 
get involved.
He also said the program 
. could, be launched a t  minimal , 
expense to the school. W~i
“To achieve our goals," he 
said, “we need not make large 
investm ents of unavailable 
monies. We need not bring in 
new faculty m em bers. As 
teachers, we must, in our think­
ing. and in our co m e outlines 
and assignm ents,' m ake a 
special effort to lirtroducwfcour 
students to the urban-suburban 
interface in EaM cId County, 
Connecticut and &  United 
States...”
1 - -i -. J, ■' '--’.'I-" ■ i-.l1  ^ -J.
The proposal would utilize 
inter-disciplinary approaches to 
provide an unitefutopiflitg of 
urban and suburban programs 
as they effect fhaACOaiMhy,tlto 
political system*-: iuid sodiet?. 
Spector said. - *
The plan wmtftT also develop 
•internships, worjk study and co­
operative education plans to 
enhance the U niversity’s 
development in the early stages
reasons, including the fact that: 
—75 percent of Americans live 
in urban or suburban settings,
—Very few institutions have 
turned their attention to the pro­
blems of the suburban com­
munities or their relationship to.
o  x
■term#'
SC RISE—MANNING STELZER
for life In a predominately ur­
ban-suburban setting.
“ Our unique geographic 
location in the midst of the 
central city and the affhiepce of 
the surrounding suburban 
communities is unmatched in 
the nation,” Spector said.
<2 “Now is the time to make UB 
the Urban-Suburban University 
because we have turned to new
pdraoo and preparing students directions.’
Miles Approves 
Graduation Plan
T^e administration Tuesday 
approved a proposal from Stu­
dent Council advocating that 
students completing academic 
requirem ents in August be 
allowed to participate In the 
previous May’s commedcsment 
exercises.
> Student Council last week 
, recom m ended th a t August 
candidates within til credits of 
graduation be allowed to par­
ticipate in the ceremony.
The - sumpfe* graduates 
formerly participated- in the 
W inter com m entem ent—co­
ntinued. by, tbp University tost
semester in a move to save 
money.
The candidates would have 
been forced to participate in 
ceremonies nine months after 
completing all requirements.
Student Council P resident 
Mitch Goodman reported both 
Dr. Waryen Carrier, vice presi­
dent for academic affairs and 
U niversity P resident Letond 
Miles approved the proposal.
About 400 students will 
graduate this August, adding 
that number to this May’s 
commencement ceremonies.
H I
„ a '* V i
; PARTY
DRINK I t o  m e rry  fo r E s th e r, M ordechai A especially  
276 PARK AVE
■ci ,i in &—'........... i) iiiiiiiwiM»i—n—
■u
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Satire
Always Miles Away
“ Pour me another cup of tea, Leland.”  
“ Right darling.”
* ‘Oh drab.,,1 wonder how things are back 
in that smoggy, industrialized campus of 
yours.”
‘.‘Apathetic, as usual, dear. You see 
that’s the secret.”
“ Secret?”
“ Most definitely. That’s why I can 
lounge in the Bahama Islands, bask in the 
sun, take in the girls, and announce a tuition 
hike of $450 at the same time. It’s easy.”
‘ ‘Oh dear me, the sand is getting in my 
eyes. Oh Leland, won’t the students get 
angry? I mean, with rising costs, unem­
ployment...”
“ Yes dear, it’s quite rough now, Oh will 
you pass me the tanning lotion?”
“ Leland, shouldn’t you have waited to 
get back to campus before you announced this 
nasty tuition business?”
“ I didn’t announce it, my assistants 
did.”
“ But dear..."
“ Now, now...let’s be specific dear, if we 
wish to discuss this thing. My assistants 
announced it, I just happened to be away 
when the announcement came.”
“ But isn’t that going to look bad?”  
“ Look bad? Kennedy took risks. Johnson 
took risks. Nixon too...”
“ Yes, he certainly did. Well dear, how 
are you going to placate the angry mote?”
‘ ‘By comparing the hike rise to the rises 
in Dartmouth, Cornell, N.Y.U. and Ren- 
sselear.”  j
“ But aren’t those srftoOls on a much 
higher academic level than UB?”
“ True. But it’s the thought that 
counts!”
“ Dear, you know that you are going to 
be firing about 20 percent of the faculty to cut 
the budget. How are you going to explain that 
to parents who are paying more for less?”
“ By booking reservations for two at I-aV* 
Tahoe for a weekend. ’ ’
“ Oh Leland, you sly University 
President, you.”
“ Pass me that Margarita, sweet, and 
picture yourself just lying in the Western 
sun.”
“ But when those teachers are fired, it’ll 
look like you’re trying to hide from the 
campus.”
“ Relax, dear, and oh, will you look at 
the surf today? Remember, it’s the thought 
that counts.”
“ Oh you’re to inventive, Leland.”
“ I like to think so.”
JAM ES COLASURDO 
Thursday Edition Editor
C o m m a  n ta ry
There Once
A University
TIM E  magazine this week quotes Dr. Warren Carrier, 
vice-president for academic affairs, as saying, “ But if the 
students sue because they say they did not learn anything, 
that’s a different matter. If we lose this, every university in the 
country will be in trouble. ’ ’
This bit of knowledge is coming a bit late. Every university 
in the country is in trouble. And more students than Mrs. Ilene 
lanneillo (whose case Time magazine reports) have legal 
grounds for suit. v
How can this University, or any university, justify ad­
mitting a high school student with a “ D ”  average? How dob 
they justify admitting 60 students every year whq cannot even 
READ their SATs? How can they justify admission ova- a 
period of years of students with a combined 300. an their test 
scores, when also admitting students whose one test could have 
got them in four times?
There is tremendous validity to the argument that not 
everyone can take standardized tests. But when the testers give 
a 200 score carte-blanche just for putting your name on the 
paper, it shouldn’t be too difficult to get more than a 50 on the 
verbal and the math section.
Last September, President Leland Miles raised the point 
that everyone is entitled to an education, even with those 
credentials. Quite true.
Actually, die issue is, are they entitled to a college 
education? Rather, someone should give them the education 
they have not had yet.
CBS Radio News reported Tuesday,raorniag the:decline in 
SAT scores has finally stopped, yet educators refused to  say 
why. It would seem the tests are easier.
Some professors beg off. saying they hand out a prepon­
derance erf A ’s because “ everyone is doing it.”  Great news 
from the discerning intelligensia.
Changing the educational disaster at universities is not 
worth waiting for Yale or Harvard.
The administration owes the faculty and the students a 
place to learn all those things they haven’t heard in high 
school—a place to learn in spite erf the ignorance of the country.
The professors owe the students a challenge—a challenge 
to learn as much as they are capable of. Please. -
~  LESLEY O ARU LA  
Tuesday Edition Editor
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
AU letters to th t editor must it  typewritten, double spaced and include i  carbon 
copy Letters should be signed by the author end include hu telephone number. Nemos 
mitt be withhold upon request The SCRIBE reserves the right to edit to newspaper 
style end repeat letters not written by members o f the University community. Letters 
should be no mere than one and a half pages. NO LETTERS W ill BE ACCEPTED 
UNLESS THIS POLICY IS ADHERED TO.
To the Editor,
Something m ust be done 
about the deplorable number of 
thefts in the dormitories. Due to 
an unfortunate turn of events, 
my wallet was stolen recently. 
Right out of my room while I 
showered. Luckily, no money 
waa in the wallet, but it might bb|  
.well have been, for all the fees I 
have to pay now to replace 
various ID cards toat were in 
the wallet. I called Security this
morning, when I noticed it 
missing, and they sent a  man 
over to, fa t all the Important 
details. Very nice. Nothing 
against UB security, but I still 
don’t have my meal pass hade. I 
mean no m atter bow efficient 
UBseeurity and- the Bridgeporr 
police, are, what chance is there 
of them finding it? Meanwhile, 1 
starve. What can 1 do?
PaalN aaaa
,ij tevtol rtjr.v JS S flttS sfi
Readers' Angle
To The Editor:
1 must take a  strong stand in 
opposition to several of your 
remarks in foe February 18 
edition oflfce Scribe concerning 
PRIDE’S attempt to retain Dr.
Thom as Miller of the Depart­
ment of Counselor  Education 
and Human Resources.
education and well qualified 
educators a t file University of 
Bridgeport. We believe that 
Drs. Vafakas and Miller have 
both | |  dem onstrated their 
professional ab ilities beyond 
our saterf5!«fion. W*J!2S7t: been 
students of these professors and 
regard their ro ta tio n  as a a i t  
tow ards those qualities of 
education to which we are allPRIDE was founded out of an
ItH
sJfi.
we are “Mindly attempting to 
save Vafakas and M iller" 
borders upon irresponsible 
JourasUsm. To accuse us, in 
other words, of not knowing 
what wo are doing accentuates 
The Scribe’s refusal to get to the 
bottom of the issue.
. H ie second exception we must 
take is what you call the 
“coincidental’’ installation of 
Dmn Woiff and the dismissal of 
.mm-io -.-‘teriiladldflupage7
felt,u
o
Forum*'
Bedroom Weeping
William Edward Walker J
* Special To The Scribe
In Donald Barthelme’s 8m w  W hite, one of the character! 
(Bill) remark*: “My survey of the incidence of weeping in the 
bedrooms of members of the faculty of the University of 
Bridgeport was methodically sound but informed...by too little 
compassion."
Also, he commented that Us "lecture was not a success. 
Men came to fold the folding chairs, although I was still 
speaking."
Barthelme probably selected UB a t random—maybe so, 
maybe not In any case, I resent part of Us comment—“What is 
the reward for knowing the worst? The reward for knowing the 
worst is an honorary degree from the University of Bridgeport, 
salt tears in a little bottle”—because I am a  part of UB and am 
proud of it ! Though, I would weep in my bedroom—all over the 
house, everywhere, continually—if I synthesized the worst at 
UB—or anywhere else—without giving, appropriate weight to 
the best a t UB.
Am I being chauvinistic when I say UB is an extremely fine 
university? Finer than its general image? There is no question 
that it is finer, much finer than its general image. Nothing 
disturbs me so much as the pathetic psychological self­
denigration of some students (and, unfortunately, some faculty 
members). This self-denigration being their continuous 
smudging of the image of UB. When the late Harry S. Truman 
rem arked that the Marine Corps has the best public relations 
department in the world (the interpretative implication being 
that it is not so great as its image), he knew what be was talking 
about. When my uneducated (formally) sister-in-law comments 
that ‘i t  is a poor dog that cannot hold up its own tail," she 
knows, in this case, what she is talking about. Much of life is 
image.
Chair Folders
Yet, however much I resent part of Bartbeime’s rem arks, I 
am compelled to admit that he was right-about bedroom 
weeping (or living room, kitchen, anywhere weeping) of faculty 
toem befadadnm ooiB tog to foto folding d ie irs although “be" 
was still speaking. The “fchafr foidMnf*'are symbolic of the 
sordid streak of “no class” that too often m ars our image. I 
could weep when I recall that a former chief administrative 
officer always asked the audience to rise “and rem ain stan­
ding" during the performance of the National Anthem at 
commencement; that the graduating class of one of our colleges 
did not stand when asked to because it did not understand the 
meaning of the word haccalasreate; that students have so often 
been “nickeled and dimed" to the point of absurdity; that the 
most (or only?) accurate student records on campus have been 
the financial ones (what is owed, not necessarily paid); that 
alumni a t a homecoming were asked to pay for the beverage 
served a t a reception hosted fay a past chief adm inistrator and 
his wife; that parehtadid not attend one Parents’ Day because 
invitations were sent by third class mall and did not arrive 
within the deadline; that the word Bernhard was discovered to 
be misspelled when the plaque on the Bernhard building was 
unveiled at a ceremony to honor Mr. Bernhard.
This list could be greatly extended, but anyone un­
derstanding the deference between d ess and ae dess can add to 
it. These things, however, we can correct—have corrected or 
are cgrreothtg. With supreme effort we can and must erase this 
sordid streak symbolized by the “chair folders."
The Goods
Symbols «f class, moreover, far outweigh the “chair 
foldari” : the beautiful campus, Wahlstrom Library, tlffa Ber­
nhard Center, the splendid art exhibit of Jim  Jackson and Bob 
M orriscurrently in Gsrieon Gallery, the a rt of Jeonatt Lam and 
Sybil Wilson, the voluminous publications of Drs. vendor Kroef, 
DeGrood, Parsons, Chung, MOBmunar, Collier, Stokes, Dick 
Allen, Bob Persons, Braun, Ehmer, Toft, Lapides, Jam es, 
Polubovich, Bloch, Paid, Sethi, Hamilton, C arrier, Gertsiny, 
Phyllis Porter, Checko, Geltoo.L. sad T. Soares, Kranyik, and 
Miles, to name eoly a few at the risked offending many!
O tter symbols of class a re  the theatrical career of former 
student Frank Spatter, on Broadway as Lenny Bruce a t the' 
moment, the acceptance for publication of a  novel fay a  steetees- 
year-old freehman coed, the educational and governmental 
career of alumnus Mike Battano, director of ACTWN. The 
poetry of the alumni BiaantU and DonseUa, the film of adnem a 
m ajor nominated for an Oscar, TGJF* parties, the Faculty-Staff- 
Administration Christmas party, all-American athletes, One
to name only a  few a t the risk of offending many!
Then to begtt Bating the fine professors—Swain, FfichMas, 
Somers, Daigle, Allison Bailey, Joan Brown, Zagorin, Arndt, 
^  Griffin, P r i ^ ,  Seeder,- S herry^  I
i  •
Juliusburger, _____ ____
Mellor, Andy iMgohMtt, Rdmail, Atk ln a c d ^ cGmni*. Moore, 
Douglas, McIntyre, Boux, G lastr, J . A U aptltaeU —is enty i- 
beginning. There are too many of them to jte t, even with the 
protective statem ent^‘at the rttk  of ofH $dtt|| many." Then 
there are fine counsfaBors like Paul Sopchak hnd Bob Fuessle 
and Buxton and CUriale and..'..finally, t t i r e :i | i  Sharon Klebe 
and Linda DeLaurenttt—all class. 'mm* '**
Concealed Meanings * WHtr
Yes, Barthelme was right about faculty members a t UB, 
located in the “d ty  of concealed meanings," weeping! I could 
weep when 1 see the false image of UB projected by some 
students and, unfortunately, some faculty members, especially 
the inexperienced or psychologically disoriented beings who 
constantly hymn the praises of “more prestigious” universities.
These manifestations of inferiority complexes are per­
petuated by their continuous denigration of the University of 
Bridgeport and, consequently, the denigration of themselves. Be 
it far from me to advocate the Marine Corps approach to public 
relations, and certainly it is repugnant to me to go back to the 
“great big family" analogy. Yet at this our university, we must 
continue to erase, eradicate, the lack of class. Conversely, we 
must emphasize the class we have, the positive symbols— 
bricks, ‘people, scholars, teacher, education, graduates. We 
must have enough self-respect to project our image—the true 
one—to the world at large.
Wise students will certainly ponder the fact that their 
degrees from UB—or any other university—will always be as 
good as the university is at a given time! ft is self-defeating to be 
apologetic about one’s university. As good an education is 
available here as almost anywhere else—it is here for the get­
ting.
Those faculty members who feel that the University is ■ 
constant, static place orthe folding of chairs before the speaking 
aids might well consider the emotional advantage of 
denigrating themselves elsewhere, especially if they never feel 
committed enough to weep in their bedrooms or anywhere d ie . 
They might well consider, also, that most lower forms of 
animals do not befoul their nests, nor do most such animals 
defecate in the same spot from which they feed!
William Edward Walker
(William Edward Walker is a Professor of EngUpii at the 
University.) . - -
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Banks, G arda .Letters
from paged
Vafakas and Miller. It seems to 
us that Dr. Wolff’s return to 
teaching bears a d irect 
relationship to the dismissal of 
Drs. Vafakas and Miller.
Contrary to what the editors 
ntay believe, our complaint is 
not with Dean Wolff. We feel 
th a t due to the expansion of the 
D epartm ent th a t a ll th ree 
teachers can be used.***.
I hope that you will ^ w illin g  
to correct your rem arks, UB 
students should notS heckled 
blindly by misinformation*^
Teresa Sirica 
Spokesperson for 
PRIDE
FRANKLY SPEAKING
Tmwsnel 
18
m m i i i
. H J
by phil frank
WEU-.THATfc 0OOP EM0U6H
The Deep,End'
The Penicillf§ypapers
Wmi
Far be it from me to invoke cliche if-they-can- 
put-a-man-on-the-moon-isms. BUT if they can 
put a man on the moon why can’t this all-power­
ful “they" come up with a cure for the winter ills 
that are knocking everyone around here on their 1 
collective ear.
Coughs are hacking their way through this 
campus like a knife through butter and sneesee 
outnumber even tuitkm hikes. Students, faculty 
and adm inistratonkin one of their rare bursts 
of equality—are  iitfjfc e t by vengeful ranks of 
bacteria who plague them with a  frost of malad- 
iea. This tt-a q  academic community—we are 
svppoaedtpbenan intelligent group of people. So 
why don’t  we do something shout it? - § ||
I for one am  ride of the detrimental effort 
germs are having on my life. B verytim eifook 
forward to something I am tedded by a raspy 
throat, eam ared by a  naming nasal passage or 
tickled by teneOBtte If an important occasfa 
looms ahead I am hit with a flu attack q u ie te d  
than you can say “penicillin."
As tf all this wasn’t  bad enough, germs are 
ruining the love life ofneerly everyone I know.
“Darling, I find you fascinating."
“Cough,
* “I think we could have a beautiful life toget- 
her." " g t S K S p  *■
“Gough, hade, cough, cough."
my place?"
“AHHHHHH-CHOOOOO! ”
"Well, so long."
I say it's  time we started reasoning with our 
gernaa. perhaps only then will they cease their 
senseless aggression. We have a  biology depart­
ment to teach us the structure of germs, we have 
a  history department to toil us how past plagues 
have affected ancient civilizations. Perhaps if 
we ufilixa the talents of the language department 
in formulating a wgyfor W to  communicate with
Arlene Modlca
our germs said the philosophy department in ap­
pealing to foe sem e of ethics of our infective 
friends, we oould begin to get somewhere. Once 
we break ttacom m unications barrier, wetouid 
have the political science department offer them 
amnesty for past crimes if they swear an oath of 
allaglanpjbfoljgpod health and clear sinuses.
Yes, it te  tim e to sit down a t the conference 
table fttd W g a in  until we can achieve hfaalth 
with honor. Let us rid our book-laden shelves of 
decongestants and anti-hist-amines. Let us live 
In peacef^|m pBistence with bacteria, encour­
age detente, and put an end to tlttt senseless
i M w
What I suggest is the first major parley bet­
ween germs and humans, with its site to be the 
Campos| Infirmary and with the Head Nurse 
acting es arbitrator. Representatives of the 
and homo sapien communities should 
Ko lock themselves in an room _
mid survive on nothing but white corpuscles and 
black coffee {respectively) until an agreement is
P erhaps#  is too much to expert that germs 
give up the# crusade altogether, but if a ‘com­
promise solution is reached we might a t least be 
able to choose a tim e convenient for all parties 
when we would be willing to fall prey to sicknees 
! would tentatively like to suggest midterm and 
finalsweeks but this, of course, is open to discus 
sion. At any rate, it  is d ea r something has to be 
done, or we will soon be putting men not only on 
the moon but on plMilfgTBirmg^Midr fflnir a il  r  j  
only to introduce little green antenna ed 
creatures fo the joys of strep throat.
And furtbermore...AH...I would like to ad- 
d...Ah...in summing up the situation..A H ...it is 
necessary  to any...AHHHHH-CHHOOOOO! Oh, 
forget i t
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Berrigan Asks
For Renewed 
Political Spirit
NEW HAVEN—A voice from the past confronted its listen­
ers, compelling them to remember things which most of us have 
found comfort in forgetting. Things like the atrocities of Viet­
nam, political prisoners, militarism and suppression of human 
rights.
Phillip Berrigan. the “ revolutionary priest,” of the 60’s 
antiwar movement spoke at the University of New Haven last 
week. His listeners, for the most part were students, many of 
whom were in their early teens when Berrigan went to jail in 
1968 following conviction for the part he played in the destruc­
tion of draft records in Catonsville, Md.
Berrigan implored his listeners to renew their sensitivities. 
He said he is especially concerned with the plight of political pri­
soners around the world. He claims America is responsible for 
half the world’s political prisoners in Vietnam alone, “ not to 
mention Chile, West Pakistan and. Iran."
Berrigan said the atrocities committed against many of the 
prisoners, such as "torture on wounds and rape of women," are 
part of the general procedures taught Vietnamese param ilitary 
and police forces.
“Mobilization of privilege is the essence of the superstate," 
said Berrigan, "and such uses of terror come under the heading 
of imperial rip-off."
He asked the audience “how many of you realize how much 
it costs in human suffering to maintain ourselves as a super­
state?”
Berrigan related the horrendous stories of two political 
prisoners, one imprisoned in South Vietnam and the other in the 
Soviet Union.
“The Soviet system resembles ours as a superstate The 
only difference is that we export terror while they use it at home 
against th^ir own dissidents,” he said, “ No m atter bow you view 
it, a superstate uses force and. terror to get what it wants 
always."
Berrigan claims there is still time to “correct our mistakes 
with the first step being a redefinition of politics."
“So many Americans misunderstand politics, so they leave 
it to those on the top of the heap to take care of,” said Berrigan. 
He used Henry Kissinger as an example of "leadership with a 
distorted ethic of privilege.”
“Kissinger has molded geo-political realities into a power 
^ play in the likes of Bismarck and Machiavelli, whom, I may add, 
he has read extensively."
In April 1972 a jury in Harrisburg, Pa., acquitted Berrigan 
and six other antiwar activists known as the “Harrisburg 
Seven" on a'conspiracy charge involving a plot to kidnap Kissin­
ger, then foreign affairs advisor to the Nixon Administration.
Berrigan sees politics as a tension between current and 
future societies. “Politics should mean taking hold of what we 
have and building a viable society for the figure," he said, “ I 
chose to use Ghandi's definition of viable society as one that is fit 
for our children." JUDY JABLON8KY
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Students May Transfer
continued from psge one 
residents. Apparently most of 
those leaving UB will be Con­
necticut citizens.
Recent studies done on 
national as well as regional 
locales, show that more and 
m ore coliege-boun^ students 
are chosing their own state 
schools to fu rth er * their 
education.
Reasons for students staying 
home are  reportedly a 
willingness to remain close to 
their hometowns, and the high 
transportation, tuition and room 
and board costs for out-of-state- 
schools.
Although official figures 
aren’t readily available, the 
Connecticut student makes up a 
large percentage of this 
fMvet-fcifys popUhri. '-l4n1
One sophomore from Stam­
ford who is transferring to the 
University of Connecticut said: 
“It’s ridiculous for my parents 
to pay ova* 14,000 a year for me 
to come here when I can get the 
same education a t UConn for a 
much lower price." UConn's 
tuition and room and board 
coats run approximately $2,000.
S tate , colleges, including 
Central, Eastern, Western, and 
Southern Connecticut,
state residents approximat 
one-third of total cost for a full­
time student a t Bridgeport.
(Full-time student meaning one 
carrying a full course load, plus 
room and board.
Application
Swamp
A check at these four state 
colleges last week by The Scribe 
showed they are being swamped 
by a large number of transfer 
applications for next semester 
from Connecticut students. 
Some of those students are 
presently attending the 
University of Bridgeport.
A admissions spokeswoman 
at Southern Connecticut said: 
“We are receiving lots of ap­
plications from Connecticut 
students who a re  presently 
going to schools like Bridgeport, 
because it’s just economically 
unfeasible for them tq.tpgaback 
riexf* yeah1.' Ejip&'Wlty HoiTslVlce 
their new uiition hike. President 
Miles announced last week a 
tuition hike of $450 for next 
sem ester. Room and board 
costs will also be rising $100.
As Donald W. Kern, director 
of admissions for this Univer­
sity recently stated In an in­
terview: “Now-a-days the state 
schools have the advantage over 
the private schools because they 
can afford to charge less per 
Dtfotfltern
also indicated
schools have done much hi the 
past few years to improve their
. s u m m e r
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Admissions Drop
What is even more alarming 
is that of the 89 people asked by 
The Scribe on their plans for 
next year, 15 of them, (or about 
20 perm it discounting the seven 
V>ho a.iready jsaid they 're  
leav ing), a re  ''th in k in g " of 
transferring.
In addition, in the Feb. 10 
edition of the Scribe it was 
reported that admissions for 
next fall are currently running 
10 percent lower than last year’s 
admissions for the same period, 
which was the lowest total 
received in several years by the 
University.
A special note on the whole 
dreary situation is that .wittia ll 
tpe teacher
freezes on new programs at the 
U niversity because of the 
economic crunch, state schools 
can ' not only provide a 
cheaper expense to students, 
but can advertise themselves, 
“as equal to any private in­
stitution in Connecticut this side 
of Yale and Weslyan,” as the 
spokeswoman a t Southern 
Conaecticutsaid
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Give ’Em 
The Floor
For a th ird  year, the 
University’s office of Public 
Relations has published a 
speakers bureau, with the 
names of faculty and staff 
members available for public 
speaking engagements.
The program that originated 
in 1972 has not worked nearly to 
its advantage, according to Mr. 
Denton Beal, director of public 
relations.
Besides listing the speakers 
and their topics of discussion, 
the speakers bureau also 
provides biographic data, a 
schedule of availability, and a 
photo of the speaker.
Some of the speakers require 
an honorarium fee, and this, 
which is made directly to the 
desired speaker. “It is this 
slight fee that turns a lot of 
organizations off when looking 
for a speaker,” Hilary Wade, 
secretary to the director of 
public realtions, said.
H ilary W ade, who co­
ordinates the scheduling of the 
speakers has sent information 
ranging from groups like the 
PTA to The Armstrong Rubber 
Company and other businesses 
to taling well over 200 
Lforijenisetinns.
“There haven’t been that 
many requests, and on the 
average only two a month,” said 
Wade.
Beal agrees the program  
hasn’t been very successful.
“A few staff and faculty 
members do a lot of talking but 
^only part of the faculty mem- 
bars get involved,” Beal said. 
But he also pointed apt that 
many speaking engagements go 
through the speakers bureau 
because of the personal con­
nections a staff member may 
have.
“ It’s a good program,” said 
Beal, “ I’m hoping to promote i t  
It is the best way to demonstrate 
that we have a good faculty but 
die program is very time- 
consuming.”
“It’s enough work just getting 
the pam phlet printed and 
distributed each year,” said 
Beal.
The two most requested staff 
members have been Dr. Robert 
Persons, Professor of 
Econom ics, and Dr. Bruce 
Glaser, associate Professor and 
Chairman of the Art depart­
m ent, as well as faculty 
members who speak in the area 
of sociology, education, 
parenthood, teaching, and pupil 
topics, Beal said.
“In the case that a topic is 
chosen by a  certain organisation 
that to not found within the list, 
we have gotten staff members 
to tackle the assignment,” Beal 
said.
Meal Ticket Plan 
Starts Next Year
ByJOEPfORIO 
’ Staff Reporter
University students will no 
longer have to pay for 190 
percent of their meads at Marina 
Dining Hall. With a new ticket 
system due to go into effect this 
fall, students w fflpayfor ap­
proximately 70 percent of their 
meeds.
According to Marcia Buell, 
director of food services, die 
new system will be a great 
advaaiafs to atariMl* who do 
not eat aB their meals. Buell 
said the average student takes 
only about 70 percent of his or 
her. As a result, that to aB they 
will be charged for.
The new system will allow 
each student to ha issued a 
certain amount of tickets worth 
about 30 to 20 cents each. The 
tickets will cover only 70 per­
cent of the meals for the 
semester.
Buell arrived at that per­
centage of tickets by what she 
calls her “miss meal plan.”
“We base our budget oa what 
we call toe *mtos meal plan,’ " 
toe said, “By that I m an  tost 
whan we p in  ear budget we
assume students will miss some 
of their meals.”
Under the new system there 
wiB be no more meal cards.
Students will present the proper
number of tickets to meet the 
cost of each meal at Marina. 
Students on toe maal plan wffl 
also be able to uae their tickets 
at toe Student Center cafeteria.
The main advantage of the 
meal plan to that students will 
be able to use their tickets any 
wartoeg toe.
However, tSEMKieni runs out 
of ttekats before the end of the 
aemeoter be will either have to 
bene*.souse tickets  from a 
friend or buy more. Atoo, if a 
students  ends up toe semester 
with tickets left over there will 
ha no way that ha can get Ms 
aooMy to to  on the leftover 
tickets. ‘ . JL-
Buell said the leftover tickets 
should present no problem at 
aB. “In toe near future toe 
UMvenity hopes to have some 
sort of Jtoor license,” toe said, 
“In toot case students with left 
aver tickets could possibly 
throw an end of the someoter 
hem party using the tickets.”
Dr. Blech end two of his students examine his newly released 
book, MAN. MICROBE8 AND MATTER.
egasus 
Makes 
Friends
Young children of 
Bridgeport's Good WU) Day 
Center were charm ed by 
Pegasus, a poet and roving 
minstrel troubadour, dressed as 
a down, Tuesday morning.
Lata* that afternoon Pegasus, 
whose real name is Joseph 
Gitnig captured the emotions of 
students at the University who 
attended a sensitive poetry- 
music workshop held in the 
Student Center.
University student Mike Ryan 
m et Pegasus w earing his 
minstrel outfit in a camera store 
and “1 first saw how he could 
bring people of all ages to life.”
Pegasus, lives in New York 
City and enjoys performing in 
Central Park. He asks only for 
food and a place to sleep in 
return, instead of praise.
Biology Teacher 
Publishes Textbook
Prof. Bartley C. Block has 
recently written what he calls 
“a truly integrated textbook for 
all allied health students.”
The book to called “Man, 
M icrobes and M atter” 
(McGraw Hill) and is the result 
of four and a  half years of work.
Block says hit book to a 
package made up of textbook, 
tab manual and instructor’s 
guide. The bound text was put 
into print February 13, and the 
instructor’s guide to expected to 
come out in late March. “I spent 
just about every spare moment 
for a long time on this book,” he 
said.
The text compiles basic 
college-level requirements for 
nursing, physical, occupational 
and inhalation*! therapy, dental 
hygeue, dtatatics and many 
other Allied health uBjjnrrti
Block believes that “in an age 
of specialisation, the broader 
the background a student 
mcclvea, toe better. ”
Block expects good sales 
became of the growth in the 
Aflied health field.
Mock says his book to ex­
pected to retail for $14.06. He to 
looking forward to seeing the 
reviews in The AHM Health 
Jaanml by July
r’^ An interesting -result of 
Block's companion lab manual 
to “Man, Marshes and Matter” 
to Ms invention, “Anatakito.” 
Block is  looking for an 
alternative to toe inconvenience 
of setting up and rlwming B* 
ptsaarvsd specimens mad to 
vivisections, and theto short­
comings in visibility and costs.
“ I was frustrated about lab 
techniques and took two days off 
to think of a solution,” he said. 
“Anatikits” was toe solution. It 
to a two-dimensional kit based 
loosely, on the “colorforms” 
concept.
Students a re  to construct 
organ systems with precisely 
scaled and appropriately 
colored plastic film.
“This system to clean, con­
venient, relevant ; supplies the 
same effect as a  preserved 
specimen, provides a bettor 
view and forces the student to 
understand the system by ac­
tively involving him in 
biological construction,”  he 
mid. >
Block received a patent for 
“Anatakito” on December 34, 
1074 and to now looking for a 
manufacturer, but Block said 
he’s now finding out that to 
econom ically unstable times 
manufacturers are hesitant to 
get involved with new products.
“AnataUte” to hto first in­
vention.
Block grew up to Chicago, 
received hto B.S. and U S. to 
Biology from Northwestern 
University and worked three 
years for Ms doctorate at Penn' 
State University and one more 
at the University of Penn­
sylvania.
Before joining the University 
staff in the fait of 107, Block 
taught at Drexal Institute af 
Technology and at Southern 
Connecticut State College. He 
m oldasta
Pegasus began to write poetry 
at the age of eight, and soon 
after he found that poetry was a 
way of seeing, being .and rela­
ting to the universe Hto love for 
poetry grew to where he wanted 
to relate this love to people even 
if they could care less about 
poetry, and the result was the 
uae of a costume and Pegasus.
“I also wanted to go into other 
areas of expression, so I merged 
poetry with music, dance, ac­
ting and comedy to order to 
bring some love into the world,” 
Pegasus said.
“He lives by the bare essen­
tials and uses Ms money to 
repair hto costumes or to buy 
ptqjpets,” Ryan said.
Pegasus has written over 
4,000 poems but didn’t want to 
purouean academic route with 
hto talent in the field.
“ It’s more exciting to relate to 
people to my poetry to unique 
packages and to e colorful 
form, "Pegasus said.
He enjoys working in Central 
Park because there are no 
walls, no roof, no tickets or 
waiting in line, and no charge. 
With that in  mind, two to three 
hundred people can w atch 
Pegasus perform a t any given 
moment.
Pegasus has performed . in 
over 10 states and thousands of 
organizations from New York to 
California to Ms 14 yean of 
work. He has toured or visited 
every single neighborhood end 
area of each of the five boroughs 
of New York City.“I don’t sense 
a joy of life, the people of the 
Untoed States as a whole are 
sad,” Pegasus said.
Pegasus keeps hto spirits up 
by putting on hto costumes and 
expressing himself. And Atoo 
through meditation and prayer, 
becauoe he said, you must find 
peace and harmony within 
iJM BM lf. .!& § ),* , -t* •,,
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Foreigners Compare Environments
By JOAN MILLER 
Staff Reporter
A silent minority exists on this 
tmpus. It consists of about 120 
reign students from close to 35 
iun tries.
The average student may be 
otally unaware of the foreign 
students, as they are not dif- 
ront as we might expect.
Liberian Parties 
Lively
Life in the United States isn't 
that different for Charles Jude.
A member of the soccer team, 
Jude said hts native Liberia is 
similar to the U.S. Her govern­
ment is based on our con­
stitution and everyone speaks 
English there he said.
Jude is a freshman business 
major and has been In the States 
three years. He said he’s had no 
problems adjusting to American 
ways, although he misses lively 
Liberian parties.
"There’s not all the drinking 
or pot smoking that you find 
here. There’s much m ore 
dancing,” he explained. Jude 
has lived in Washington, D.C., 
and went to high school there. 
The high crime rate is one thing 
that surprised him. 
"Washington was really bad,” 
he said.
Through his membership on 
the soccer team, Jude has met a 
lot of friendly people. He feels 
most Am ericans are not 
prejudiced. Although it is really 
too early for him to say, Jude 
feels he’ll probably return to 
Liberia after he graduates.
It’s ‘Groovy’
In Singapore
From Singapore came Lyn 
Goodwin. “It had been decided 
long ago that I would come to 
the United States for college,” 
said the sophomore. She came 
here to study English literature. 
Like Jude, Goodwin also said
she had no problems with the 
language or customs ho e . One 
thing she is having trouble with 
is keeping up with American 
slang. "W e’re still saying 
‘groovy’ in Singapore,” she 
laughed.
The free atm osphere of 
classes here surprised Goodwin. 
She remarked that in Singapore, 
teachers do not emphasize class 
participation and generally do 
not ask for students’ opinions.
Unlike Jude, Goodwin senses 
a lot of prejudice in Americans.
“ I grew up with people of many 
different nationalities,”  she 
said. She also finds it sad that 
we seem to lack respect for our 
elders. Asian families are much 
tighter than Americans, she 
observed.
Goodwin finds young people in 
Singapore “more responsible,” 
noting they start working a t a 
younger age and take on re­
sponsibility sooner. They don’t 
spend a lot of money on stereos 
and cars, she commented.
“They have money' to spend,” 
she continued, “but they spend 
more going out for en ter­
tainment than Americans.”
She also misses the more 
formalized dating in Singapore. 
People dress more casually for 
dates here, she said.
Believe it or not, life in 
Singapore is more expensive 
than in the States, said Good­
win. " It’s like living in a small 
New York, there's lots to do 
there,” she said, complaining 
about B ridgeport’s m eager 
offerings.
She also spoke of the amount 
of drug and alcohol use here. “ 1 
expected it, but I was still 
surprised.”
She is impressed with the 
freedom in this country granted 
to television and the press. “ In 
Singapore these things a re
FOR U.B/s FASHION CONSCIOUS GIRLS
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controlled. There a re  even 
political arrests,” she added. 
“ I t's  supposed to be a 
democracy.”
Since Singapore is still a 
growing nation, there are many 
jobs, and Goodwin is planning to 
go back after die graduates. 
Although she admits people are 
generally warm here, there are 
a few minor things she misses 
about home. “Singaporean food 
and weather, and being ‘com­
fortable’ in my own country ” 
Americans CaM, 
Materialistic
Nora M anoocheri is a 
sophomore accounting major 
from Iran. She’s been in this 
country four and one half years 
and attended high school in 
Trumbull.
“It was pretty tough to go 
right into American high school 
first thing,” she said. She finds 
Americans colder than Per­
im pression of m ost foreign 
students here. "The laws are too
easy for drugs. I t 's  much 
stricter at home.”
The political system in Persia 
includes a king and queen, she 
explained, and things are not as 
free. There a re  different 
classes, not just according to 
economic status, as in the 
United States, she said. In 
Persia people are separated by 
economic and cultural classes. 
Here it is just money that 
divides people, she remarked.
Entertainment is different, 
too. Manoochehri misses the 
discoteques and European 
atmosphere a t home.
She has visited New York and 
Washington D.C., and likes both 
cities. “ It’s  dirty and dangerous 
(New York), but there’s lots to 
do,” she said.
Manoochehri (dans to go to 
graduate school, and is not sure 
whether she will return to Iran 
or not.
W eather C eM - 
PeopieWarm
Carmen Fedor is a  graduate 
student from Israel studying 
English and Am erican 
literature. She plans to teach 
English in Israel. She is living
with a family in Bridgeport and 
enjoys it.
Fedor did her undergraduate 
studies a t Tel Aviv University. 
She arrived in the United States 
last September. She finds the 
weather colder here, but says 
the people have been warm and 
helpful. “The pace of life is 
much quicker here. There’s a lot 
more pressure.”
Students in Israel are mure 
mature when they enter univer­
sities because they've usually 
served some time in the army 
first, Fedor said. “It’s very 
different living under a threat of 
w ar,” she added.
Bombay Education 
Major
Fedor expressed surprise 
about the number of policemen 
who are killed in action in the 
United States.
Yohan Jeffereis came to the 
United States from Bombay, 
India, to finish graduate work. 
He is working toward a “sixth 
year” degree, having already 
earned his m asters degree. He 
is studying educational instruc­
tional media and wants to go 
coattaaed o p  page 11
sians, and misses “the culture 
and warmth of the people.” 
A m ericans a re  too m a­
terialistic, she feels.
M anoochehri echoed the
t(Campus Calendar
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LENTEN EUCHARIST, 11 MM, 
Newman Cantar.
A* a part #1 the Fra* University, 
the d a t a  an JEWISH LAW— 
Halacha, wilt he haM a t 1 p.m- In tha 
student Cantar, Raam *47.
PEGASUS attar* hi* phila*#phi** 
ta Uh. See him all aver campus. Ha 
will ha a t tha Student Center, raam 
Hl-ltS a t 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL fees ta 
Hely era**. 4:M p.m.
EUCHARIST PRAYER Service. 
S:is p.m., Newman Cantar.
CHESS CLUB cancantrata* la 
room 111411 at tha Student Cantar 
tram i  ta IP p.m. j ,
WOMENS' GYMNASTIC* tum­
bles over ta tha university a t Rhode 
island tar a ♦ p.m. moat.
Tha cenrses an MODERN 
ISRAEL AND ZIONISM, a* a part a* 
tha Free University, will ha held at 
the Intarfaith Canter at 4:M p.m.
BIBLE STUOY, 7 t»  p.m., In- 
terfaith Cantar.
JEWISH CUSTOMS and lalth, a 
Free University caurta. TiM p.m.. 
Student Center roam 747.
PURIM PARTY,*p.m., mtertalth 
Center.
Morris Camavshy stars as iha 
powerful KINO LEAR. S p.m.. 
Martens Theater. Free with ID.
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS, ■ 
p.m., Intarfaith Cantar.
VARSITY BASKETBALL VS. 
Adalphi U. •  p.m., Harvey Hehhell 
Gym.
The m ystical taala and 
philosopher, PEGASUS, will ha at 
tha Carries* Haas* at Si J* p.m., for 
yoar entertainment ptaasar*.
BILLY JACK will ho shewn at tha 
Carriage House at ISiSC p.m
Hay* year poetry, stories, etc., with 
a caver latter in the Anapnarisis hex 
m South Mall.
T h e  U N O B R O R A O U AT E 
COUNCIL meats from is a.m. la 11 
naan In Celleee at NvrsMp n s.
Han't shoot Iha p d as player, hat 
have a friendly drMh at the TOIP 
PARTY. 1 ta 7:1S p.m.. at the 
student Cantar Faculty Leanpe- 
orinkt 7S cant*. Maachies provided.
SHABBAT service and meal, S:M 
p.m., Intarfaith Cantor.
Relax a t the STEAK NIOHT 
dinner. Pacalty-Staff dInina room 
S:SS ta * p.m.
KINO LBAR, S p.m.. Martens 
Theater.
Ciasa year ayes and you’d swear 
they ware tha Boa Has. B.O.D. 
peasants LIVERPOOL at 7sSS p.m. 
m the Student Cantar Sadat Raam. 
BYOB, m ixers provided. Came 
early ter cheice seats, si.ss with ID. 
SATURDAY
Tam Laaphlln and Daiores Taylor 
star in the antl-astabllshmont story 
, at a yoanp Indian idealist. Carrlaa* 
Haase presents BILLY JACH at 1 
and 7 p.m.
EUCHREIST SERVICE, «:Sf 
p.m., Newman Cantar.
Clestnp nipht at the theater 
d e p a r tm e n t 's  m a p n l t lc a n t  
production at KINO LEAR. Merris 
Carnovshy portrays tha aptnp Lear. 
Pheehe Brand is director. Ad­
mission is tree with ID. Si.fi tar 
faculty and staff, SM i ponaral 
admission. Oat tickets at tha A B H 
hex office. .
STARLIGHT BOWLING, • p.m. la 
clesinp. Student Cantar basement.
VARSITY BASKETBALL VS. 
Sacred Heart u. at I p.m. In Harvey
Hubbell Gym.
IP:1S p.m. Oaa wah.
SUNOAY
CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS 
FESTIVAL, teaturMp Paul Creeten. 
A t H .
SUNDAY service*. 11 a.m. and t  
p.m., Newman Cantar. e
Audrey Flack ART EXHIBIT 
OPENING. 1 ta S p.m., Cerlten 
Baltary.
BILLY JACK will he shewn at S 
and t  p.m. at tha Carriapa Haase.
BLACK THEOLOGY SEMINAR. 
7:M p.m. Intarfaith Center.
All yea reck ’a* rollers, slip on 
over to tha Student Cantar Social 
Ream a t t  p.m. ta see AMERICAN 
GRAFFITI.
Danny Epstein will speak an tha 
HAVVRAN movement at S p.m. in 
tha Interlaith Cantar. Dell dinner.
MONDAY
CONN. STUDENT POETS road 
tram their work* at 7:M p.m. m tha 
Private Dielttf Raam at the Student 
Center. Michael Collier, Dederik 
Finn*. Blnnia Klein and Jamas 
Staten read ta tha Banarai public 
without charfe.
IPSC meats at * p.m.
BOO meats at •  p.m.
Students interested In scheduling 
an appointment with the John 
Hancock Mutual Lite ins. Ca. as a 
part el tha U niversity 's 
RECRUITING SCHEDULE should 
sipn up at tha placement aflica. 
North Hall, samatlma durlne tha 
day.
GENERAL
REWARD altered  lar anyone
ffndtae a dark blue sUk acral last 
so maw bars between A BM  and the 
library on Pah. It. Sentimental 
value. Call Vicki a t ext. 1144 II found
LOST: Bream frame plassas in 
black case. Reward. Call John at 
ext. 4147 during tha day or axt. 1111 
In tha evening.
SENIOR CLASS PICTURES will 
be retaken lar these wha did net like 
their first sat al proofs ar wha did m i  
taka them. Sign up for year sitting 
data at the Student Cantar desk, if 
yeu sign up lar a data, yea must 
show up.
READERS arc needed far a blind 
graduate student in the English 
Dopt. Ha is willing ta pay S1.44 an 
hour. Please contact Boh Read. 
Schina l i t  at S74-17f7.
Significant Shorts
j A D L , N r ^ r . p j , t . ^ . a ^ M « ^ . . m ^ ^ s ^
*  ” at AMERICAN GRAFFITI. •" the
Student Cantar Social Room at •  andmissions ta tbs "ANAGNORISIS,’ tha cam pus literary  m agailne
MONEY FORMS 
Applications for Financial Aid 
for the 1975-76 year are  
available in the Financial Aid 
Office, sixth floor of Wahlstrom 
L ibrary. Deadline for sub­
mission is April 1.
Full tim e, undergraduate 
students who began their 
college education after April 1, 
1973 can apply for the Federal 
Basic (brant Program Apply 
soon to determine eligibility.
"IS GOD A 
WHITE RACIST?"
Black theology is a fresh and 
excitingly controversial ap­
proach to some of the enduring 
problem s of C hristian un­
derstanding. Its spiritual home 
is Africa and America, where 
black scholars have set out to 
challenge the trad itional 
presuppositions of continental 
theology as adequate for 
m eaningful com m unication
Foreign Students Here continued from page 16
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into some field of education, but 
not teaching. He mentioned 
educational television as a 
possibility. India is striving to 
conquer illiteracy and is "very 
keen" on the development of 
educational television, said ; 
Jeffereis.
Jeffereis plans to return home 
after he finishes his studies.
Like the others interviewed, 
Jefferris feels that family ties 
are stronger a t home. He said 
that in the United State* "kids 
are given independence too 
soon, and stagnation sets in."
American competitiveness 
impressed him. “Everything 
here is money. Everything is a 
new toy for Americans.” he 
observed.
He likes the exposure to dif­
ferent foods and was surprised 
to find so many different na­
tionalities in the United States. 
“ It’s like a little League of 
Nations," he smiled.
"People here are too punc­
tual," he commented. That’s 
one thing to which he had to 
adjust.
Jeffereis has seen other parts 
of the country. His roommate 
lives in California, and once 
they drove out there together. “I 
liked San Francisco and New 
Orleans best.”
The Bombay student also
serves as president of the 
International Relations Club of 
the University! He explained 
that a t the annual banquet a t the
MSrina
end of the year, each member of 
the club fairings a dish from his 
or her native country. The affair 
is open to ail students.
COMPLETE
$ 269500
Includes; F reigh t, g  
Dealer Prep. Charges, 
Undercoating 
A Wax
OR CHOOSE CONVENIENT 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF
$ 7634I P E RMONTH
4 Door Hardtop Sedan
WE'VE JUST BOUGHT 
A FEW MORE 
MARINAS, TRIUMPH 
S P I T F I R E 'S  AND  
TR6'S BUT THE 
S U P  P L  Y I S  
L1MITED...HURRY, 
GET THEM WHILE 
THEY LAST,
m m * * *
SMS Pawn payment plus tax and 
registration as applicable, man- 
titty charge *74.14 far 37 months, 
interest charge S44S.24 Tefal time 
price S2.74S.24. Annual percentage 
rale 11.44 Percent.
& IMPOitS
1393 BARNUM AYE. 1 
STRATFORD 375-5249
|
i
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with the oppressed black 
peoples of the world. Instead of 
beginning with the traditional 
assum ption of the in trinsic 
goodness and justice of God, 
William R. Jones is compelled 
to ask first Is God a White 
Racist? Until that question can 
be resolved in the negative. 
Christian theology makes no 
sense to anyone who is black.
Sunday evening, March 2 at
7:30 at the Interfaith Center, 276 
J*ark Avenue, William R. Jones 
will discuss this question.
TEAM MEMBERS NEEDED 
The in tram ural basketball 
team, “Lightstone" is now down 
to 3 members after one game 
These 3 people want badly to 
form a new intramural team 
Anyone interested in playing 
intramural basketball for the 
1975 season should call X2488 
and ask for Kurt.
•PAIN1W5 Pants • fATiGUB
'M  ALECO R D U R o Y
“ RAGS" 
R£Cr*H*- SPEC IAL!
•  A L L  C o l o n s
•  O B A / / H  / A / S r o c ^
ItMMYS MUItoMkn
q q c r  M A I N  S T .  ( c o R . J b R H )
B r i d g e p o r t
WELCOME
A LL  U B  STUDENTS
* (LD.’f  ONLY)
r r s  " 'J N  TIM E A T
M ALONEY’S
LADIES’ NITE EVERY 
WED MIXED DRINKS 80*
TUES BRING YOUR OWN 
MUG (12*14 ozs) FILL FOR 35'
;  PITCHERS OF BEER $1.75
M USIC-M USIC- MUSIC
MALONEY S RESTAURANT
90S IRANISTAN AVE. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Avckard Shoots Her Way To StaMom
By KEVIN D. GIN YARD 
Scribe Staff
There wai clearly no alter­
native. UCONN was showing no 
mercy. They had taken an eight 
point first half deficit and 
turned it into a five point lead.
As the onslaught continued, 
an a ttrac tiv e , w ell-dressed 
women paced the sidelines in 
front of the Bridgeport bench. 
She met a pair of brown eyes 
squarely, then looked away. Her 
eyebrows plunged toward the 
bridge of her nose, then rose 
again. Looked back at the brown 
eyes. She lifted her arm. Her 
hand blessed the air.
•’Kym m ie,” she said and 
gestured over her shoulder.
A basketball was kicked out of 
bounds, a referee’s whistle 
blew, a buzzer went off and 
forward Kym Awkard, laden 
with three personal fouls 
returned to the playing floor.
It was the first time she d 
been back on the court since she 
had collected her third personal 
foul with only three minutes 
gone in the first half. When she 
left, UB had been ahead by eight 
points, 16-8. Now, quite a bit of 
playing time later, they were in 
trouble. But Kym was back and 
it was time fof miracles.
Beth Callan christened the
action with quick .lay-up. At the 
other end of the court, Awkard 
snatched a rebound and heaved 
it to a breaking guard. Within 
seconds Awkard had the ball 
back. She rocked on her pivot 
foot, took a jab step to the left 
and spurted toward the hoop.
The defense followed but she 
was in the air. Her fingers, 
flipped, the net snapped and the 
scoreboard blinked. The fans 
screamed for blood.
Captain M aryBeth M cGirr 
stole a misdirected pass and 
flipped it Kym’s way. She 
darted to the half court line,
veered off to the right side of the 
key and fired. A direct hit. At 
that point, everyone in the gym, - 
with the exception of about 
seventeen people, took the polite 
liberty of going absolutely 
beserk. '
UB was back out in froot ahd 
. it was partg i  time for the 
multitude.
her perfo rm ances dancing, 
shooting, passing and stealing 
passes. Her offensive assault 
was in high gear, going hill tilt 
and nothing could stop her.
At one point during the ex­
plosion, Kym pulled up a t the 
baseline to take t  shot. A 
UCONN defender rushed to 
m eet her but tripped and
V
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S C R I B E - M A N N I N G  S T E L Z E R
Kim Awkard talks with her coach Jackie Palmer.
crashed into her a t the knees. 
Off balance but already com- 
mited to the shot, Awkard 
tottered farther and farther 
backward, lifted the ball above 
her head and released  it, 
thoroughly blowing out the 
bottom of the net.
The Lady Knights went on to 
< il l i f t  g>ni»HH tt  was an 
elating win. a needed win, but 
more gratifying than the win 
- itself was the M point per- 
t. formance of “Dr. K” , Kym
SHU Tickets
Only those people who 
have tickets will be ad­
mitted to the Bridgeport- 
Sacred Heart University 
basketball game, Satur­
day, March 1 a t the gym. 
Bridgeport students who 
present their ID .’s will not 
be adm itted without 
tickets.
Michelle Awkard. She was the 
atar of the show, and has been 
such rather consistently.
With all its glamour, stardom 
isn 't aa easy for some people to 
accept as one might expect.
There probably aren’t  many 
superstars to the township oft, 
Otney, Maryland that Kym calls! 
home. According to her it’s 
something new.
“I’m not used to sll this star 
stuff. I’m used to a well- 
balanced teem. It makes me 
feel strange.’’ 0 >
Frankly. Kyfn’s statem ent 
has to to  raajUowed with a 
chaser c$ndd|Sty. She Whs the 
captain end Most V aluable 
Maryland
State Champion Sherwood High 
School Basketball team. She 
averaged 12 points per game 
then aim stated that the rest of 
the team averages were around 
the seme. She admitted that 
1  there were a few games during 
the secuton when she would ring 
up about 20 points.
Right now she leads the pack 
at U.B. with an 18 point per 
game norm and about 7 
rebounds per game. One might 
begin to sense where her real 
discomfort with her stardom 
rests when they consider the 
thrust of the responsibility that 
she, a mere freshman, bears.
“I’ve never shot so much in 
my life,” she informed. ‘‘I t’S 
hard getting used to it. Befqrt^* 
game people will come up to me 
and say ’Okay Kym, we need 
those 25 points tonight’ or 
something like that and I’U 
wonder do they really mean i t  
Moat of the time 1 think they 
really do and that’s a lot of, 
pressure on m e."
Pressured or not, Kym has 
responded well to the challenge. 
She has garnered a host of 
points and even more friends. 
Not among the least of her 
adm irers Is her coach, Jackie 
•Palmer.
"Kymmie (as she calls her) is 
such a likable person and such a 
warm person. It’s  obvious that 
she has been very well coached 
in the past. The attitude of the 
rest of the players towards her 
is very positive. She is just so 
refreshing. She holds it all 
together for us,”  said Palmer,' 
Amidst all of the praise in her 
behalf, Kym la very quick to 
criticize herself. When asked 
what kind of person she thought 
she was she answered,
“ I try  to he nice to everybody, 
but I must admit, I do talk a 
kit.”
"Her nature,” Coach Palmer 
adds, “and her personality are 
so open and accurate. At times 
in practice she has pointed out 
things that she thought were 
important and that might help 
us. Her being a player, gad a 
freshman, some of the girls 
found it hard to ( H E f lK lii 
quite often she was absolutely 
righ t"
It appears that Coach Palm er 
is indeed pleased with Kym. “1
wouldn’t even try to change the 
way she Is.” -
The early season “tension” 
that Kym felt existed between 
her and her teammates has 
since dissipated and according 
to her the dissipation 
necessitated some alteration of 
her beittvior.
“1 just try to keep my big; 
mouth shut a little more than 1 
used to. I get along well with 
everybody on the team now. 
What? Oh yes. I do have a big 
mouth,” said Kym.
Kym Awkard's rise to star­
dom at Bridgeport has in­
corporated the use of a number 
of dynamics. Her personality 
attracts all kinds of people. Her
her academics as her National 
Honor Society High School, 
record will attest, so tbere’B the 
Bachelors degree to consider. 
Presently a Sociology m ajor, 
she plans to change her major 
soon because she has been 
"turned off by the Sbciology 
Department.”
She harbors a dream of 
playing professional ball in a 
women’s leaguftoome day and 
tt’s  probably bet beyond her 
grasp, but atfthrtball of these 
thing* is Richlirowashington, a 
forw ard o n ■ the F airfie ld  
University basketball squad.
Kym plans to  stay a t UB tor
the next three year* That alone 
should make i t s  little easier for
1 ri- mmmftwwm. SVUUZER
Awkard boards the bus oa the way to the game against the Kings 
last Tacsday.
good looks attract males. Her 
talent, skills and ability attract 
tha largest crowds ever to watch 
women’s basketball a t the 
University. But just as Im­
portant is her Blackness, for 
that too works into her power a sE  
a (hawing card.
For the Blade students of toe 
University, Kym is another 
glimpse of hope. She is the 
embodiment of Black athletic 
expression. And it seems that 
Blade students all over the 
campus are waiting and hoping 
that she will be the Black athlete 
tost will be aBowed to develop to 
her maximum potential, and 
that she will hot be choked out 
prematurely. It may be a  tot to 
ask from a W  fem ale forward 
from a little town 25 miles 
roitabto of Washington, D.C.
Kym’s fu ture is not yet 
com pletely planned. F irs t 
there’s the rest of this season 
that finds the team seesawing 
around .500. After that f a r e ’s 
the rest of her collegiate ae- 
i |  ttvtty. She is capable of handling
Coach Palm er to sleep at night. 
Probably m ore than once 
someone will use the words All- 
American to accentuate her 
talents. That talent will get a  tot 
of assistance from the likes of 
center Captain M aryBeth 
McGirr, forward Beth Callan 
and guaril Kim Hale. —
As a freshm an it’s un­
derstandable that stardom isn’t 
easy for Kym to swallow 
gracefully. It’s probably easier 
to retreat and talk about the 15* 
year-old sister who’s back in 
high school taking over where 
she toft off. But the truth is the 
troth. Kym Awkard is the life of 
the team. She makes things 
happen. People come to see her 
pliy  and it to only a m atter of 
time before she will be a 
superstar...which kind of malms 
one wonder when the athletic 
department will change their 
peHcy of so athletic scholar­
ships tor women. In other, 
words, when will Hell freeze 
_ovaf?
C
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